Welcome to Prep!

This year in Room 6 we have nine special students attending Prep. They have thoroughly enjoyed their first two weeks of school. The preps are currently learning about many exciting subjects such as the weather in Science and family in their Inquiry unit. Below are the friendly faces of Prep AH.
**Finger Gym Fridays**

On Friday mornings the preps practise developing their fine motor skills by undertaking a variety of activities in Miss Hunt’s Finger Gym. This week the preps practised cutting out difficult images, threading string through holes on paper, creating beaded necklaces and transporting pom poms from one container to another, using only two straws.

**Literacy**

In Prep AH the preps have been practising their letter and sound knowledge through daily alphabet activities. The preps enjoy playing Alphabet Bingo, and alphabet matching games. In the picture below the preps are matching the upper case magnetic letters to the lower case letters on a whiteboard.